The children want to develop the space outside OSHC… ideas, suggestions welcome

Creating a Recycle Station
Making a Recycle sign with bottle tops
Learning about different bins & their uses
Different types of waste
Green bin for organics and composting
Yellow bin for paper & cardboard
… to be continued in Term 3

O.S.H.C. Term 2 Summary
1. 3Rs Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
2. Mother’s Day: cards, teapots, beaded necklace and different gifts
3. Just Dance- it’s a hit!
4. NAIDOC & Reconciliation Week
5. Making tree leaves for our OSHC growing tree
6. Leaves- collecting them from the garden, painting ,
7. creating garden animals with crunchie paper & foam
8. Planting seeds

O.S.H.C. News and Views
OSH Community Information Board, just where you sign-in…Check out the latest things happening
See the OSHC Program on the desk
See the OSHC menu next to the kitchen area
OSH Photo-Story – look through the photos and reflect, share with your child, comment
Please place any suggestions/ideas for OSHC in our suggestion box next to the information board.
We always appreciate compliments and constructive feedback that can improve our service. Talk, Write, Ring, Email
Lidia Alfonsi: 0409 675 738 lalfonsi@stjopayn.catholic.edu.au
Josie Nicolescu: 0423 594 623 jnicolescu@stjopayn.catholic.edu.au

We acknowledge and respect the traditional owners and custodians of the countries of the Kaurna people.